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Click below to add useless, grammatically-incorrect user comment:
No lexical scoping
I can't name a single language lacking lexical scoping.... 'cept PHP
No lexical scoping

- I can’t name a single language lacking lexical scoping.... ‘cept PHP
- Is it really a language?
No Namespacing
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Leading to:
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Faking it:
No Namespacing

Leading to:

xmlrpc_server_register_introspection_call_back

Faking it:

bzip2: bzopen, bzclose, bzread, ...
No Namespacing

Leading to:

xmlrpc_server_register_introspection_call back

Faking it:

bzip2:  bzopen, bzclos, bzread, ...

apd: apd_continue, apd_break, ...
No Namespacing

Leading to:

- `xmlrpc_server_register_introspection_call_back`

Faking it:

- `bzip2`: `bzopen`, `bzclosage`, `bzread`, ...
- `apd`: `apd_continue`, `apd_break`, ...

Perl: there's more than one way to do it!
PHP: Found the one way to do it wrong.
World’s worst configure system
World’s worst configure system

./configure runs some m4 crap to run on “Bob’s” Gentoo ricer box.
World’s worst configure system

`./configure` runs some m4 crap to run on “Bob’s” Gentoo ricer box.

I have spent many hours of my life that I will never get back attempting to build PHP and have it link against the libraries I specified.
User comments on the online documentation
User comments on the online documentation

- Allows PHP to exposé what are perhaps the worst most dysfunctional and retarded code samples.
PEAR
PEAR

Allows PHP to expose what are perhaps the worst most dysfunctional and retarded code... in an easily downloadable/installable form.
Can’t afford a vowel
Can’t afford a vowel

I’m looking for a rich language:
Can’t afford a vowel

I’m looking for a rich language:

perl, python, java, shell, ada, fortran, ruby, cobol, brainfuck
Can’t afford a vowel

I’m looking for a rich language:

- perl, python, java, shell, ada, fortran, ruby, cobol, brainfuck

I make special exceptions for languages so cool they are only one letter:
Can’t afford a vowel

I’m looking for a rich language:

perl, python, java, shell, ada, fortran, ruby, cobol, brainfuck

I make special exceptions for languages so cool they are only one letter:

B, C, D
But Java sucks more!
But Java sucks more!

Yes... but I could never fit that in 5 minutes.